Hydroxychloroquine PK and exposure-response in pregnancies with lupus: the importance of adherence for neonatal outcomes
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INTRODUCTION

Pregnancies in women with SLE are often complicated by fetal loss, preterm birth and in severe cases, maternal death.1,2 Additionally, many women with SLE who are undertreated experience flares of their disease during pregnancy,5 which is independently associated with worse pregnancy outcomes.3,4 According, it is crucial to optimise drug therapy in lupus pregnancies to promote disease control and improve outcomes.1 Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is considered by the American College of Rheumatology and European League Against Rheumatism to be the gold-standard immunomodulatory drug in pregnancies complicated by SLE, due to its safety, prevention of disease flares and improvement in pregnancy and neonatal outcomes.3,6–11 Despite the importance of maintaining therapeutic drug exposure during pregnancy,
few studies have evaluated the pharmacokinetics (PK) of HCQ in pregnancy. Several physiological changes in pregnancy may alter HCQ PK, including increases in the apparent volume of distribution, due to increases in fat mass and total body water; and increases in apparent HCQ clearance (CL), due to increases in the glomerular filtration rate and induction of hepatic drug metabolising enzymes.12–14 As a result of these PK changes, women with SLE may be at risk for subtherapeutic HCQ exposure as pregnancy progresses. In addition to changes in PK, subtherapeutic HCQ exposure can also occur in the setting of drug non-adherence. Adherence is difficult to accurately measure in an outpatient setting and varies widely depending on the measure and definition used, but electronic pill monitoring and pharmacy refill data suggest up to three-quarters of patients with lupus are non-adherent.15–18 Pregnancy may further exacerbate drug non-adherence due to frequent nausea and vomiting, perceived concerns about fetal harm from medications, mood changes and life stressors. Accordingly, drug exposure in pregnancy must be interpreted in the context of both physiological changes, disease effects and adherence.

In a cohort of pregnant women with autoimmune diseases, we found that there was an increase in HCQ apparent volume of distribution during pregnancy.19 However, due to the opportunistic nature of data collection, our prior PK study was not powered to detect a change in HCQ CL. Additionally, we found that pregnant women with SLE who had the lowest serum HCQ concentrations (≤100 ng/mL) had higher disease activity and rates of preterm birth, but it was unclear whether this was due to subtherapeutic exposure to HCQ itself, or generalised non-adherence.4 Accordingly, we continued to prospectively enrol women with SLE into a population PK and exposure-response study with the goals of evaluating the: (1) impact of pregnancy on HCQ PK and (2) complex relationship between drug adherence, HCQ drug concentrations and pregnancy outcomes.

Notably, most studies evaluating medication adherence and HCQ concentrations have used whole blood instead of serum.15 16 19 However, in this analysis, we measured serum concentrations because serum is readily available from existing biorepositories and retrospective studies, has commercially available assays that are used for clinical monitoring and avoids potential confounding from pregnancy-induced anaemia.14 20

### METHODS

#### Study design

We conducted a population PK and exposure-response analysis using data from two prospective, observational registries of pregnant women with rheumatic diseases at Duke University. 

### Population

We included 28 pregnancies in women from November 2013 to December 2016 with SLE who were taking HCQ throughout pregnancy as previously described.4 11 To this dataset, we enrolled an additional cohort of 33 pregnancies in women from January 2017 to January 2020 with a diagnosis of SLE as recorded in the study registry who were: (1) taking HCQ sulfate at least 3 months prior to their first pregnancy visit; (2) continued HCQ throughout pregnancy and (3) had at least two blood samples. We retained one patient initially thought to have SLE, but who was re-classified as mixed connective tissue disease. We excluded women with multiple gestations (eg, twins), due to potential confounding between drug PK, preterm birth and other outcomes of interest.

### Data collection

Registry visits occurred at the same time as standard of care clinical visits, which typically occur 2–4 times per participant during pregnancy or post partum. At each visit, serum was obtained and frozen (−20°C to −80°C) for laboratory analysis. In addition, we collected information on concomitant medication use and obtained clinical information including SLE disease activity measures and neonatal outcomes as characterised below.

From 2013 to 2015, we did not routinely collect the time of medication administration. For these patients, HCQ dosage and dosing interval at each visit were extracted from the electronic medical record. From 2016 to 2020, we began recording the date and time the participants reported taking their most recent HCQ dosage and confirmed patient-reported dosage and dosage interval. In 2017, we began measuring patient-reported adherence using the Medication Adherence Self-Reported Inventory (MASRI).15 21 The MASRI is a self-reported measure consisting of multiple questions that prompt the respondent to consider their medication use, followed by a visual analogue scale that is used to quantify their perceived adherence (0%–100%).21 Only the visual analogue scale is used to classify a respondent as adherent or non-adherent, as noted further below.

### Neonatal outcomes

We collected neonatal outcomes including neonatal loss, preterm birth and gestational age at birth. Non-live births were excluded from analyses of preterm birth or gestational age. We compared the effect of pregnancy average HCQ concentrations (≤100 ng/mL vs >100 ng/mL) on preterm birth using logistic regression models, controlling for a history of lupus nephritis within the last 3 years and race based on the directed acyclic graph (DAG) (online supplemental figure 1). Generalised estimating equations with an unstructured covariance matrix corrected for multiple pregnancies per patient. There were not enough observations to control by MASRI adherence. In a sensitivity analysis, we also adjusted the logistic regression model for concomitant prednisone
We developed a population PK model using non-linear mixed effects modelling with Phoenix NLME (Certara, Princeton, New Jersey, USA) as previously described.14 Briefly, we confirmed that HCQ was stable in frozen serum for at least 12 months at our storage temperatures; the precision between and within runs had coefficients of variation between 1.49% and 13.6%. The accuracy at the assay’s lower limit of quantitation (10 ng/mL) was 85.9%–98.2%.

**Medication non-adherence**

Consistent with prior publications, we defined adherence as a MASRI score of ≥80 on the visual analogue scale.13 21 We compared the differences in median HCQ concentration and adherence categories using the Mann-Whitney U test, stratified by all doses and by those taking the same total daily dose of 400 mg/day, due to HCQ’s long half-life and low within-day variation of concentrations.22 23 We pooled all samples, irrespective of the timing of HCQ administration.

**Population PK model development and evaluation**

We developed a population PK model using non-linear mixed effects modelling with Phoenix NLME (Certara, Princeton, New Jersey, USA, V.8.3) software using the first-order conditional estimation with extended least squares method. We limited the PK analysis to subjects with known HCQ administration dates and times. Similar to a prior publication, we also excluded visits with HCQ concentration ≤100 ng/mL, due to concerns of medication non-adherence.13 To determine the impact of these assumptions on PK model parameters, we conducted a sensitivity analysis where we evaluated model performance using data from all subjects (eg, regardless of HCQ concentration and imputing missing administration times to 08:00 on the day of registry visit). Full methods on population PK model development and evaluation are noted in the online supplemental materials.

**Dosing simulations and post hoc estimates of apparent clearance and volume of distribution during each trimester**

We generated a virtual population of 1000 pregnant women (250 from each trimester and post partum). To ensure the virtual population was representative of real-world pregnant patients with SLE, we used the ‘rnorm’ function in R to randomly sample total body weights from the distribution (average, SD) of total body weight that we observed in our cohort of 55 pregnant women with SLE.

Using this virtual population and the final PK model, we determined the empirical Bayesian estimates (EBEs) for apparent volume of distribution and apparent CL. We conducted 100 virtual simulations and summarised the average (SD) EBE for apparent volume, apparent CL and HCQ half-life. Next, we used the EBEs and between-subject variability for CL to conduct dosing simulations and determine the expected steady-state concentration for 400 mg of HCQ taken once daily for at least 3 months. To explore the impact of medication non-adherence on serum HCQ concentrations throughout pregnancy, we also conducted dosing simulations and imputed 20%, 40% or 60% missing doses completely at random. 

**Cut-offs for HCQ concentration and medication non-adherence in pregnancy**

To determine the serum HCQ concentration cut-off that differentiates between medication adherence and pregnancy-induced PK changes, we also conducted dosing simulations using the final PK model (inclusive of intra-individual variability, between-subject variability and residual error) and compared the number of expected trough concentrations after at least 3 months of HCQ administration that were below several proposed cut-offs (eg, ≤50, ≤100, ≤150, ≤200). We conducted the dosing simulations using the same virtual population (100 replicates of 1000 pregnant women) and imputed full adherence, or 20%/40%/60% non-adherence.

**Patient and public involvement**

Patients or members of the public were not involved in the design, conduct or reporting of the research.

**RESULTS**

**Population**

We enrolled a total of 56 women who had a total of 61 pregnancies and 202 visits during the study period. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics during each pregnancy are noted in table 1. From the 61 pregnancies, we obtained a total of 202 serum samples. Twenty samples (9.9%) were below the quantifiable limit. Samples were obtained during each pregnancy period as follows: first trimester, n=42 (20.8%); second trimester, n=80 (39.6%); third trimester, n=42 (20.8%) and post partum, n=40 (19.8%). The median (range) postpartum visit occurred at 6 (2–38) weeks.

Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics for the subgroup of patients used to develop the PK model are also listed in table 1. For the PK subgroup, 7 (12.7%) samples were obtained during the first trimester; 23 (41.8%) from the second trimester; 11 (20%) from the third trimester and 14 (25.5%) post partum.

**MASRI and serum HCQ concentration during pregnancy and post partum**

The MASRI score was available for 37/202 visits (18.3%), representing 18 patients with 18 pregnancies. The mean

and azathioprine use, although these were not considered true confounders based on the DAG.

All statistical analyses except logistic regression were conducted in R V.4.1.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and RStudio V.1.4.1717 (RStudio, Boston, Massachusetts, USA), using the following packages: rncorr, missMethods, ggplot2, tidyverse and dplyr. Logistic regression modelling was conducted using SAS software V.9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA). All hypothesis testing was conducted using a significance level of 0.05.

**Bioanalytical method used for HCQ concentration determination**

We measured HCQ concentrations in serum using a validated high-performance liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry assay at NMS Labs (Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, USA) as previously described.14 From the 61 pregnancies, we obtained a total of 202 serum samples. Twenty samples (9.9%) were below the quantifiable limit. Samples were obtained during each pregnancy period as follows: first trimester, n=42 (20.8%); second trimester, n=80 (39.6%); third trimester, n=42 (20.8%) and post partum, n=40 (19.8%). The median (range) postpartum visit occurred at 6 (2–38) weeks.

Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics during each pregnancy are noted in table 1. From the 61 pregnancies, we obtained a total of 202 serum samples. Twenty samples (9.9%) were below the quantifiable limit. Samples were obtained during each pregnancy period as follows: first trimester, n=40 (19.8%); second trimester, n=80 (39.6%); third trimester, n=42 (20.8%) and post partum, n=40 (19.8%). The median (range) postpartum visit occurred at 6 (2–38) weeks.

Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics for the subgroup of patients used to develop the PK model are also listed in table 1. For the PK subgroup, 7 (12.7%) samples were obtained during the first trimester; 23 (41.8%) from the second trimester; 11 (20%) from the third trimester and 14 (25.5%) post partum.

**MASRI and serum HCQ concentration during pregnancy and post partum**

The MASRI score was available for 37/202 visits (18.3%), representing 18 patients with 18 pregnancies. The mean

and azathioprine use, although these were not consid-
(median) HCQ concentration was higher for those with adherent MASRI scores, 266.6 (290) vs 93.7 (22.5) ng/mL (figure 1). When restricted to patients taking the same total daily dosage of 400 mg, the mean (median) HCQ concentration was 267.8 (295) ng/mL in those as categorised adherent, compared with 103 (24) ng/mL in those believed to be non-adherent based on the MASRI score. Based on the mean HCQ concentrations, we used a serum cut-off of ≤100 ng/mL as a surrogate of medication non-adherence during PK model development. Using this cut-off, non-adherence to HCQ was observed at 51 (25.2%) of pregnancy or postpartum visits for the entire cohort. In addition, 12 pregnancies (19.7%) had average HCQ concentrations throughout pregnancy and post partum that were ≤100 ng/mL, suggesting chronic non-adherence.

Of visits with low HCQ concentrations (≤100 ng/mL), 7/13 (53.8%) were classified as adherent based on the MASRI score. Conversely, 20/24 visits (83.3%) of visits with HCQ concentrations >100 ng/mL were classified as adherent based on the MASRI score.

**Population PK model development and evaluation**

The original dataset consisted of 61 pregnancies with 202 visits. In total, for the PK analysis, we excluded 39

---

**Table 1** Demographics and clinical characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All patients</th>
<th>Subgroup for PK model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N (%) or median (IQR)</td>
<td>N (%) or median (IQR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>31 (27.5–34.3)</td>
<td>32 (28.9–34.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>29 (47.5%)</td>
<td>9 (40.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>30 (49.2%)</td>
<td>12 (64.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (3.3%)</td>
<td>1 (4.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), visit*</td>
<td>79.4 (66.7–96.3)</td>
<td>81.1 (65.7–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing weight, visit</td>
<td>5 (2.5%)</td>
<td>2 (3.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active LN in last 3 years</td>
<td>9 (14.8%)</td>
<td>2 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum creatinine (mg/dL), visit*</td>
<td>0.6 (0.5–0.8)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6–0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing serum creatinine, visit*</td>
<td>24 (11.9%)</td>
<td>7 (12.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease activity (PGA), visit*</td>
<td>0.33 (0–0.75)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.05–0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease activity (PGA), visit*</td>
<td>0.39 (0–0.63)</td>
<td>0.18 (0–0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predisone use, visit*</td>
<td>68 (33.7%)</td>
<td>14 (25.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predisone dosage (mg), visit*</td>
<td>10 (5–20)</td>
<td>7.5 (5–13.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azathioprine use, visit*</td>
<td>74 (36.6%)</td>
<td>17 (30.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCQ daily dosage (mg), visit*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>157 (77.7%)</td>
<td>41 (74.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>18 (8.9%)</td>
<td>5 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>27 (13.4%)</td>
<td>9 (16.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCQ dosing interval (hour), visit*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>141 (69.8%)</td>
<td>39 (70.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>61 (30.2%)</td>
<td>16 (29.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Visit* represents the value across all study visits; whereas the data otherwise represent values averaged across all time points for each unique pregnancy. Weight and creatinine represent observed value before imputing missing data.

HCQ, hydroxychloroquine; LN, lupus nephritis; PGA, Physician Global Assessment; PK, pharmacokinetic.
pregnancies and 147 visits due to either: (1) HCQ concentrations being ≤100 ng/mL or (2) missing date and time of the most recent HCQ administration. Accordingly, the evaluable PK population included 22 pregnancies with 55 samples (Table 1). The base model that best characterised the PK data was a one-compartment model with between-subject variability estimated for CL/F. Residual error was best described using a proportional error model. The results of the final population PK model are noted in online supplemental table 1.

Results of the stepwise covariate searches are noted in online supplemental table 2. During stepwise covariate testing, weight was found to be a significant covariate on the apparent volume of distribution (decrease in Objective Function Value (OFV) by 9.2, p<0.01), and trimester was also found to be a significant covariate on apparent CL. Once body weight was added as a covariate in the model, a power relationship between trimester and CL was also found to be a significant covariate on apparent volume of distribution (decrease in Objec-
tive Function Value (OFV) by 9.2, p<0.01), and trimester as covariates reduced the unexplained residual error by 0.9%. Compared with the base model, weight and trimester as covariates reduced the unexplained residual error by 2.9%; the precision of the population estimate for the apparent volume of distribution improved from 111% to 43.4%, but the precision for the population estimate of apparent CL worsened slightly from 9% to 19.5%. The structural final PK model was:

\[
K_a (\text{h}^{-1}) = tvK_a \\
Tlag (\text{h}) = tvTlag \\
\frac{V}{F} (\text{L}) = tvV \times (\text{WT}/70\text{kg})^{\theta_1} \\
\frac{CL}{F} (\text{L/hour}) = tv\frac{CL}{F} \times \text{Trimester}^{\theta_2} \times e^{\eta_{CL/F}}
\]

Where tv is the typical population value of a parameter; \(K_a\) is the absorption rate constant; \(Tlag\) is the lag time after oral administration in hours; \(V/F\) is apparent volume of distribution at steady state in litres; \(WT\) is the subject’s actual weight in kilograms normalised to a 70 kg individual; \(\theta_1\) is the exponential, allometric scaling of weight on apparent volume; \(CL/F\) is the apparent CL at steady state in litres per hour; \(\theta_2\) is the exponent characterising the effects of each successive trimester on \(CL/F\) compared with post partum; \(\eta_{CL/F}\) is the deviation from the average population value for apparent CL.

Overall, the model evaluation showed a good fit between observed and predicted concentrations (online supplemental figure 2), and the visual predictive check demonstrated that the majority of concentrations fell in the 90% prediction interval (online supplemental figure 3). Convergence was achieved for all bootstrap replicates. All parameter estimates were within the 95% CIs for the bootstrap and there was no evidence of bias in the estimates for \(V/F\) or the exponent of trimester on \(CL/F\).

### Table 2 Predicted HCQ pharmacokinetics throughout pregnancy and post partum*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trimester</th>
<th>Half-life (days)</th>
<th>Apparent clearance (L/hour)</th>
<th>Apparent volume of distribution (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>21.4 (16.1)</td>
<td>42.1 (15.3)</td>
<td>27 589 (17 248)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>24.1 (16.7)</td>
<td>48.8 (17.6)</td>
<td>35 935 (19 645)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>22.1 (12.7)</td>
<td>53.0 (18.9)</td>
<td>36 201 (15 627)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post partum</td>
<td>32.4 (20.2)</td>
<td>33.2 (11.8)</td>
<td>33 164 (16 478)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data presented as mean (SD) of the empirical Bayesian estimates. HCQ, hydroxychloroquine.

### Post hoc estimates of apparent clearance and volume of distribution during each trimester

Post hoc estimates from a virtual population of 1000 pregnant women with SLE demonstrated a progressive increase in HCQ CL throughout pregnancy (Table 2). Overall, mean CL increased by 59.6% between post partum and the third trimester. In addition, because weight generally increased throughout pregnancy, mean HCQ volume of distribution increased by 31.2% in the third trimester compared with the first trimester. Due to these PK changes, the half-life of HCQ decreased from 32.4 days post partum to 22.1 days in the third trimester.

### Dosing simulations

We observed a progressive decline in median HCQ concentration during each trimester compared with post partum (Figure 2). Assuming no missed doses, there was a median decrease in HCQ concentration of approximately 138 ng/mL throughout pregnancy. As expected, there was also a notable decrease in median HCQ concentrations with medication non-adherence. For example, compared with full adherence, the median postpartum

![Figure 2](http://lupus.bmj.com/)

*Figure 2*  Serum HCQ concentrations throughout pregnancy and post partum. Median predicted serum HCQ concentrations throughout pregnancy and post partum, 400 mg/day. Simulations were conducted using the empirical Bayesian estimates from the final pharmacokinetic model and between-subject variability for clearance. HCQ, hydroxychloroquine.
concentration declined from approximately 440 ng/mL to, 354, 264 and 173 for 20%, 40% and 60% non-adherence, respectively.

Cut-offs for HCQ concentration and medication non-adherence in pregnancy

We conducted dosing simulations (100 replications of 1000 pregnant women across all trimesters and post partum) to determine the percentage of expected samples with an HCQ trough concentration below one of several cut-offs (≤50 ng/mL, ≤100 ng/mL, ≤150 ng/mL and ≤200 ng/mL, table 3). In addition, to differentiate the effects of pregnancy physiology alone from that of pregnancy physiology plus drug non-adherence, we imputed various degrees of adherence. As expected, drug non-adherence increased the number of samples below each cut-off compared with full adherence. In patients taking the most common dosage of 400 mg/day, very few samples (0.3%) were expected to be ≤100 ng/mL based on physiology alone. However, the percentage of expected trough samples ≤100 ng/mL rose to 1.2%, 5.3% and 24.2% when assuming 20%, 40% and 60% non-adherence, respectively. These findings underscore that low HCQ concentrations are increasingly common with progressive non-adherence. Furthermore, ≤100 ng/mL appeared to be a reasonable cut-off to differentiate pregnancy physiology alone versus pregnancy physiology and severe medication non-adherence, regardless of dosage.

PK model sensitivity analysis

Compared with using the entire dataset (61 pregnancies, 202 visits), a sensitivity analysis showed better PK model performance by restricting the PK analysis to a population with HCQ concentrations ≥100 ng/mL, and with known administration dates and times. Specifically, there was a reduction in residual error from approximately 60% to 23.3%, improved plausibility of parameter estimates and the individual predicted HCQ concentrations more closely aligned with observed concentrations.

Neonatal outcomes

Neonatal outcomes were available for 56 pregnancies with 190 clinic visits. There were two neonatal losses, which were excluded from further analysis, yielding 54 pregnancies with live births. Overall, the median (IQR) gestational age at birth was 37 weeks (36–39) and 17 (31.5%) pregnancies delivered preterm. Of the 54 total pregnancies, 10/15 (66.7%) with pregnancy average HCQ concentrations ≤100 ng/mL delivered preterm; 2/30 (6.7%) with average concentrations 101–500 ng/mL delivered preterm and 5/9 (55.6%) with average HCQ concentrations ≥500 ng/mL delivered preterm.

In logistic regression modelling, average HCQ concentrations ≤100 ng/mL were associated with a higher odds of preterm birth, controlling for lupus nephritis and race (OR 11.2; 95% CI 2.3 to 54.2; p=0.003). In a sensitivity analysis, low HCQ concentrations were still significantly associated with preterm birth, controlling for concomitant azathioprine and prednisone use and controlling for lupus nephritis and race (p=0.004). The median Physician Global Assessment (PGA) of maternal disease activity during pregnancy was higher in the ≤100 ng/mL group compared with the >100 ng/mL group (median 0.75 vs 0.24).

DISCUSSION

We observed significant changes to HCQ PK during pregnancy, including an increase in the apparent clearance by approximately 60% throughout pregnancy, and an increase in the apparent volume of distribution by 31%. As a result of these changes, the half-life of HCQ decreased by approximately 10 days during pregnancy compared with post partum. Collectively, the PK changes result in a decrease in median serum HCQ concentration by 138 ng/mL throughout pregnancy at a standard dose of 400 mg/day. From a pharmacological perspective, and assuming linear first-order kinetics, a 60% increase in clearance would require a 60% increase in dose (eg, 200 mg/day prepregnancy to 320 mg/day during the third trimester) to maintain the same average steady-state exposure (assuming no change in bioavailability). Despite these important observations, the need for HCQ dosage adjustments during pregnancy is not straightforward for several reasons. First, the physiological changes that impact HCQ PK (eg, weight gain, increases in the glomerular filtration rate, induction of hepatic metabolising
enzymes) occur progressively throughout pregnancy. Second, HCQ concentrations change relatively slowly due to the long half-life and sequestration in blood cells and tissues. Third, the impact of pregnancy on HCQ bioavailability is unknown. Lastly, the target concentration for HCQ in lupus pregnancies requires further clarification. Accordingly, although it is possible that some women with lupus do not receive optimal HCQ dosing in pregnancy, a better understanding of the exposure-response relationship is needed before specific dosing adjustments can be recommended.

A particular strength of our analysis is the use of population PK modelling to differentiate between physiological pregnancy changes and medication non-adherence on HCQ drug exposure. We demonstrated that serum HCQ concentrations ≤100 ng/mL are consistent with non-adherence in pregnancy through several complementary observations: (1) a small subset of patients with MASRI scores <80 at each visit and average HCQ concentrations 93.7–105 ng/mL; (2) improved PK model performance by excluding visits with very low HCQ concentrations and (3) dosing simulations predicting that <1% of samples from fully adherent pregnant women will have serum trough HCQ concentrations ≤100 ng/mL from physiological changes alone. Conversely, approximately 24% of samples in patients taking 400 mg/day of HCQ are expected to be ≤100 ng/mL when they miss 60% of their doses. These results align with observations from a large prospective cohort study of patients with SLE, which suggested that it requires ‘severe’ non-adherence to reduce HCQ concentrations. Moreover, our results are similar to a study in non-pregnant adults where a threshold of 106 ng/mL in serum corresponded to low whole blood concentrations. Although we chose to define a single HCQ cut-off in serum to define non-adherence in pregnancy and post-partum for practical reasons, our modelling and simulation can also be used to refine this cut-off by trimester and total daily HCQ dosage.

Determining an appropriate cut-off for drug concentrations to identify medication non-adherence during pregnancy is especially relevant because patients with SLE who do not routinely take their medication are more likely to need emergency room care and have worse pregnancy outcomes. Conversely, HCQ use can prevent recurrent congenital heart block in at-risk pregnancies by >50%. Moreover, studies suggest that monitoring whole blood HCQ concentrations can increase the proportion of patients achieving target adherence levels. Notably, HCQ concentrations vary widely between individuals even at the same dosage, therefore, no cut-off will be perfectly sensitive or specific for identifying medication non-adherence. Nevertheless, HCQ concentrations may be superior to patient-reported adherence, as 7/13 (53.8%) of visits with low HCQ concentrations in our study were classified as adherent using the MASRI, suggesting questionnaires may underestimate medication non-adherence. In addition, drug levels and questionnaires may capture different types of medication non-adherence (ie, severe vs less severe non-adherence).

Additionally, we sought to evaluate the relationship between HCQ concentrations and neonatal outcomes. Our data suggest a significantly higher odds of preterm birth with persistently non-adherent HCQ concentrations, when controlling for the confounders of lupus nephritis and race. Furthermore, this association was maintained even when controlling for concomitant medication use. However, because of the small sample sizes in our study, the CIs for the effect of low HCQ concentrations on preterm birth were wide, and this finding requires confirmation in other cohorts. We also found that these low concentrations occur most often in the setting of severe non-adherence to HCQ (eg, missing 60% or more of doses); and therefore, it is possible that the higher rate of preterm birth is due to general non-adherence to other medications and prenatal care, especially if pregnancies were unplanned and had limited preconception counselling. Alternatively, because PGA was higher in pregnancies with low HCQ concentrations, the higher preterm birth rate could at least partially be due to maternal disease activity. Altogether, it is likely that preterm birth in women with low HCQ concentrations is multifactorial.

HCQ partitions into multiple different blood cells so it is important to highlight that HCQ concentrations in serum cannot be directly compared with other matrices, particularly whole blood. Historically, measuring HCQ concentrations in whole blood is preferred to serum, due to higher precision that can result when centrifugation causes haemolysis of red blood cells and alters serum concentrations. However, similar performance of whole blood and serum assays can occur with rigorous standardisation of sample handling and centrifugation, and there remains a very strong correlation between serum and whole-blood HCQ concentrations (r=0.8, p<0.0001). Furthermore, a particular strength of our PK modelling is that we were able to quantify the residual variability in HCQ concentrations due to assay performance, the handling of serum samples, unmeasured covariates and errors in data collection. The relatively low residual variability (20.4%), precision of PK parameters and simulation-based diagnostic plots suggests that we were able to precisely characterise HCQ disposition in pregnancy and post-partum, despite using a serum matrix. Our PK model performance is further supported by the low coefficient of variation (14%) found for serum during assay development. Reassuringly, and assuming a whole blood to serum ratio of 1.47–2.63, the predicted HCQ concentrations for the adherent patients in our cohort are similar to whole blood concentrations reported by Izmirly et al in a population of highly motivated pregnant women. Additionally, it has been appropriately argued that certain SLE disease states (eg, acute haemolytic anaemia) can alter serum concentrations. Conversely, we argue that other SLE disease states (eg, anaemia of chronic disease) and normal pregnancy physiology (eg,
anaemia of pregnancy), may disproportionately alter whole blood concentrations, making serum preferable.\(^1\) For example, it is known that measuring whole blood tacrolimus concentrations (which like HCQ also partitions into red blood cells) during pregnancy may lead to erroneous dosage adjustments.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^6\) Accordingly, we maintain that serum is an acceptable matrix to measure HCQ concentrations during pregnancy, but highlight the need for clinicians to understand the relative pros and cons of both serum and whole blood measurements, and interpret results in light of patient-specific confounders.

There are important limitations in our analysis. First, we obtained data and samples from a real-world registry, which can be prone to disease misclassification, missing data and other challenges to data quality. For example, we encountered several discrepancies between the dose that patients reported taking and the dose prescribed in the medical record, requiring adjudication. To overcome these limitations, we made several assumptions as discussed in the ‘Methods’ section. Second, we used a slightly less stringent cut-off value for covariate selection (\(p=0.05\)) during backwards elimination, due to our small sample size; therefore, it is theoretically possible that the relationship between trimester and clearance was a false positive, but a false positive covariate effect is very unlikely because HCQ is known to undergo renal clearance, and the glomerular filtration rate increases by up to 40\% in pregnancy.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^6\) Lastly, it is possible that by excluding visits with very low HCQ concentrations during PK model development (eg, by erroneously imputing non-adherence), we could have underestimated renal clearance.\(^1\)\(^4\) Despite this potential limitation, we showed in a sensitivity analysis that the PK model was much more precise when excluding these low concentrations and, overall, our analysis provides strong support that low concentrations are best explained by medication non-adherence.

**SUMMARY**

We observed significant changes in HCQ PK during pregnancy, resulting in a shortening of the drug’s half-life by approximately 10 days, yet medication non-adherence had a more pronounced effect on overall HCQ exposure compared with physiological changes alone. Moreover, pregnant women with non-adherent HCQ concentrations had significantly higher rates of preterm birth. Accordingly, optimising adherence to HCQ may be more clinically important than adjusting dosage to account for physiological changes. Our PK modelling indicates that serum HCQ concentrations \(\leq 100\,\text{ng/mL}\) are suggestive of non-adherence regardless of trimester and may help identify pregnancies at risk for poor outcomes.
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